SOUTH WILL HOLD CENTER OF STAGE

Delegates Likely to Wield Big Influence in Fixing Republican Choice.

ATTITUDE NOW UNCERTAIN

Manager Who Can Persuade Them of Program of Woman Suffrage to Win Vote—Hard Work Will Have Charms.

SUFFRAGE FIGHT ON

Woman Has Paw in Floor of Chicago Convention.

MRS. BLANEY LEADS ISSUE

Delegates of Large Plural California With Full Credentials Taft Picking Filer Stew in Platform.

CHICAGO, June 5—(Special)—Mrs. Frances Olive Blaney, delegate of California, was picked to speak for the woman candidates in the morning session of the Republican Convention yesterday.

She said she had been active in the woman franchise movement for two and a half years and was a member of the Women's National Political League.

She deplored the fact that the woman candidates were not being given an adequate understanding of the woman's position on the question of suffrage.

She said she had been a member of the National Woman Suffrage Association for fifteen years and had been active in the movement for the past fifteen years.

SIEG TO MANAGE UNION

POSITION WITH BOOM RIVER APPLEGROWERS ACCEPTED.

Leading Milwaukee Commission Men in Great Defense of Big Oregon Fruit Industry.

WULFKAUSE, June 5—(Special)—Dr. Wulkause, a leading member of the Wisconsin Farmers' Union, has been appointed to the position of managing editor of the Milwaukee Journal, it was announced yesterday.

Dr. Wulkause has been active in the movement for the improvement of the conditions of the working class in Wisconsin for the past fifteen years.

He is a member of the Milwaukee Labor Reform Association and has been active in the movement for the improvement of the conditions of the working class in Wisconsin for the past fifteen years.

He is a member of the Milwaukee Labor Reform Association and has been active in the movement for the improvement of the conditions of the working class in Wisconsin for the past fifteen years.

PRE-CONVENTION INCIDENTS AND SIDELIGHTS

CLARKE, June 5—(Special)—The headquarters of the Oregon State Reformers were taxed with a great deal of work yesterday, as a result of the visit of a group of Oregon Reformers to the city.

They were called to order and were asked to do their part in the fight for reform, as they had always done, and had a good idea of the work that needed to be done.

The question of the day was the question of the hour, and the Reformers were determined to do their part in the fight for reform.

They were called to order and were asked to do their part in the fight for reform, as they had always done, and had a good idea of the work that needed to be done.
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